In release 4.6.2, line 117 of include/thread_mpi/atomic.h,

#include "atomic/fujitsu_sparc.h"

should be

#include "atomic/fujitsu_sparc64.h"

instead.

Associated revisions
Revision 659b8a2b - 06/26/2013 12:36 AM - Mark Abraham
Fixed #include of header for atomics on K-computer
Reported by Shun Sakuraba
Fixes #1274
Change-Id: i6369ba56b6978f79e9fbde3268f8a44ef44b6d8

History
#1 - 06/23/2013 01:23 PM - Mark Abraham
- Category set to mdrun
- Assignee set to Mark Abraham
- Target version set to 4.6.3

Thanks!

#2 - 06/23/2013 09:45 PM - Mark Abraham
- Status changed from New to Fix uploaded

#3 - 06/26/2013 12:36 AM - Mark Abraham
- Status changed from Fix uploaded to Resolved

#4 - 06/26/2013 12:40 AM - Mark Abraham
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 659ba2b8b177cc8685aa1578f3f61c2dfbc83d9.

#5 - 12/16/2013 05:35 PM - Rossen Apostolov
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed